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 Stages There are 6 stages in the game, which represent the 6 schools of magic. Each of the stages have a specific theme. Most of the stages do not have unlockable content or stages. World Cup of Magic This is the main mode in the game. It allows players to choose their individual teammates, and to compete against other teams. The gameplay is a bit different from most other minigames. The rules
of each round are that there is a set of 5 spells that the player has to cast in a series of rounds, with each spell being cast for 2 minutes. The player can only cast spells that are available, although he can change his spells at any time by selecting the spell icon on the spell list. At the end of the 5th round, the team with the most wins wins the tournament. The game also allows players to use money to buy

things, including spells. Party Players can also choose a party, and they can use party items to help with spells. Party items include potions, and elements. There are 6 elements, fire, water, earth, air, light and dark. Quest Quest is a mode where players can choose a series of mini-games that will teach them the basics of magic. Quest are only available when players earn sufficient amount of money.
Each Quest stage has a theme, and once players clear that stage, they will unlock another one. Unlockable content There are many items that can be unlocked through the campaign and Quest mode. These items include spells, element items, potions and various costumes. Spells Spells can be unlocked by getting 1,500,000 points, and players are given 5 to choose from. Each spell has a unique theme,

and the spell icon will appear once they are unlocked. Element items Element items can be unlocked by getting enough money, as well as by completing the quest. These are mainly used for special effects in spells. The number of items are limited, and each set of elemental items can only be used once in one spell. Potions Potions are unlocked by completing quests, or by getting enough money. There
are 20 potions in total, each with their own distinct effects, and can be used with a spell. Costumes Costumes are unlocked by buying them, or by completing quests. Some of the costumes only have effects for spells, and some of them have other effects, such as 82157476af
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